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My Unexpected Forever The Beaumont Series 2 Heidi Mclaughlin
FOREVER MY GIRL, a novel about Rock star Liam Page who, through tragic circumstances, is given a second chance
at righting the wrongs he made when he left the one who owned his heart. A story of redemption, forgiveness, and never
forgetting your one true love. ONE NIGHT WITH HARRISON, a novella that introduces us to a young Harrison James
and what happens when a meet and greet with some fans turns into something far bigger than he ever anticipated MY
UNEXPECTED FOREVER, a novel that finds two families torn apart for different reasons, one is dealing with heartache
and loss, the other is trying to find acceptance. Join them in this story as they come together against all the odds to find
the happiness they deserve. FINDING MY FOREVER, a novel, which tells the true meaning of love. Sacrifice, trust,
devotion and taking chances all play keys roles in this story of how two people come together while dealing with a threat
that could ruin their lives forever.
There's a single defining moment within every skater. It lasts only a second. Two if you're good. Three if you're really
good. It's the moment you're in the air, your board somewhere beneath you, and nothing but wind surrounds you. It's the
feeling of being airborne. The sixteen-year-old version of me would've said it was the greatest feeling in the world. Then
at seventeen, I had my son. And every single second became a defining moment. Even the ones that consisted of
heartbreak when his mother left us. Seventeen. Single. Dad. That's what my life became. Yet, every day, I managed to
find that feeling of being airborne. Or at least I convinced myself I did. But I lied-to myself and to everyone around me.
Until she showed up; Tanned skin, raven dark hair, and eyes the color of emeralds. You know what sucks about being in
the air? Coming down from the high. Sometimes you land on the board and nail the trick. Then kick, push, and coast
away. Other times you fall. You fall hard. And those are the times when it's not as easy to get back up, dust off your pads
and try again. Especially when the girl with the emerald eyes becomes your drug... And you become her poison.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "If there's one book you pick up this summer, make it this one." Washington Post "A wise and intimate book about a solitary woman, a biologist by training, who befriends a fox." - Yann
Martel, author of Life of Pi Catherine Raven has lived alone since the age of 15. After finishing her PhD in biology, she
built herself a tiny cottage on an isolated plot of land in Montana, in a place as far away from other people as possible.
She viewed the house as a way station, a temporary rest stop where she could gather her nerves and fill out applications
for what she hoped would be a real job that would help her fit into society. Then one day she realises she has company:
a mangy-looking fox who starts showing up at her house every afternoon at 4.15pm. She has never had a visitor before.
How do you even talk to a fox? She brings out her camping chair, sits as close to him as she dares, and begins reading
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to him from The Little Prince. Her scientific training has taught her not to anthropomorphise animals, yet as she grows to
know him, his personality reveals itself and the two form a powerful bond - shaken only when natural disaster threatens
to destroy their woodland refuge. Fox and I is a story of survival and transformation, a captivating tale of a friendship
between two species in a shared habitat, battling against the uncontainable forces of nature on one side and humanity on
the other - immersive, original and utterly unforgettable.
"I expected a life of music. I expected to raise my son. It took one look to make everything change. I never expected
happiness. I never expected to find her. I never expected to feel desire. I never expected I'd be a family man. I never
expected to be loved. I never expected to fall in love. They say you should expect the unexpected, I didn't realize my
unexpected would be the forever kind."--Page 4 of cover.
"Come back to Beaumont... sort of! Join Josie, Katelyn, and Jenna when they embark on a vacation, away from the glitz
and glam that their lives have become. With Katelyn and Jenna living in California, and Josie in Beaumont, the daily
coffee at Whimsicality has long been forgotten, while motherhood and being wives to Harrison, Jimmy, and Liam have
taken over, the best friends aren't able to see each other as often as they like. After their husbands all but push them out
the door, they meet up for a week of sun, relaxation, and reminiscing." --Page 4 of cover.
The members of Sinful Distraction are living their best life as they travel around the country on the heels of 4225 West's
sold-out tour. Unfortunately for drummer, Ajay Ballard, that means a stop at the county jail after he's arrested for an
outstanding warrant - one he didn't even know about. With an overzealous judge, Ajay's forced to hang out in his
hometown longer than anticipated. While the town folk aren't exactly rolling out the red carpet for him, Quinn, Elle and the
rest of Sinful Distraction are warmly welcomed into the fold. Some never get over their first love while some just can't
erase the memories. Jameson Foster falls somewhere in the middle. She's done her best to let the past stay in the
past...until she's forced to save the one man who ruined her.
I expected a life of music.I expected to raise my son.It took one look to make everything change.I never expected
happiness.I never expected to find her.I never expected to feel desire.I never expected I’d be a family manI never
expected to be loved.I never expected to fall in love.They say you should expect the unexpected, I didn’t realize my
unexpected would be the forever kind.
When we left off in Blind Reality, Josh was on bended knee proposing to Joey. The cameras were rolling, and the
audience was waiting... Joshua Wilson never thought he'd get married until the day that he met and married Joey Mitchell
on the hit television show Married Blind. Joey never thought she'd find love... period, especially after her heart was
broken. But now that she's married to her celebrity crush, she's trying to turn her fairytale into her happily ever after
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before the wicked witch takes a bit out of her apple. Now TV's favorite couple is moving their love affair off camera and
trying to build a life around Josh's Hollywood career while dodging his crazy fans, producers wanting to chronicle their
first year of marriage for the public and Jules Maxwell-Josh's all too famous ex. But we all know where there's good,
there's bad. Every relationship has its ups and downs. With the cameras no longer watching their every move, will the
love they shared in the house be the same when their lives become a Twisted Reality?
Long before becoming a museum curator, author Jan Krulick-Belin curated memories, photographs, and mementos of her father who died
when she was just six. Her mother rarely spoke about him again, until a year before her own death, when she gave Jan a box of one hundred
love letters he had written her during World War II. Love, Bill chronicles the true story of Krulick-Belin’s life-changing pilgrimage of the heart
to find the father she thought she’d lost forever. The letters lead her on an extraordinary journey following her father’s actual footsteps
during the war years, leading to unexpected discoveries from Morocco to Paris to upstate New York. She learns about her parents’ great
love story, about the war in North Africa, and about the fate of the Jews in Morocco, Germany, and France. Love, Bill offers a testament to the
enduring power of determination, love, family, and the unbreakable bond between fathers and daughters.
Liam Page knows music and a life of solitude, but that all changed when he returned to Beaumont. The once notorious bad boy lead singer of
4225 West is now living the domesticated life with his wife and high school sweetheart, Josie, and their son, Noah. Life is good for the
Westbury family. Josie Westbury loves everything about her life. She's happily married. She has a successful business and a son who keeps
her active. The only thing she longs for is another child. Torn between his love for music and his love for his family, Liam finds he's needed
back in Los Angeles and the place where it all began. Josie is apprehensive, but knows this is what's best for Liam and the bands career;
however, it doesn't take long for her biggest fears to start coming true. Liam and Josie's story continues in this last installment of The
Beaumont Series.
From USA Bestselling Novel Forever My Girl comes a Beaumont Series novella When Nick Ashford lost his friend, Mason, he didn't realize
he was going to lose his family as well, but that's exactly what happened. Alone and in a foreign country, Nick is working on rebuilding his life
one patient at a time, that is, until a striking volunteer makes her presence known. Can Nick finish his year in Africa without risking his heart
being broken again, or is he willing to start a new chapter in his life before his return to Beaumont?
Joshua Wilson, an up-and-coming movie star, is turned off by the idea of marriage. His Oscar-winning smile and breakout role in the
summer's hottest romantic comedy bring in enough attention to satisfy Joshua's cravings for the spotlight - not to mention the never-ending
supply of willing women. Joey Mitchell is down in the dumps after finding out that her fiance cheated on her with her best friend, and is living
at home with her parents until she can get back on her feet. Without Joey's knowledge, her overbearing and neurotic mother submits an
application for her to appear on the reality show, Married Blind. When the producers surprise her with the news that they have cast her, Joey
wants nothing to do with the show but agrees to participate because, at this point in her life, she really has nothing to lose. Lights, camera,
action... Welcome to another season of Married Blind. Contestants are about to take the plunge, but only one couple will come out of the
house winners "
When Nick Ashford lost his friend, Mason, he didn't realize he was going to lose his family as well, but that's exactly what happened. Alone
and in a foreign country, Nick is working on rebuilding his life one patient at a time, that is, until a striking volunteer makes her presence
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known. Can Nick finish his year in Africa without risking his heart being broken again, or is he willing to start a new chapter in his life before
his return to Beaumont?
Thousands is book 4 in the USA Today Bestselling Romance, DOLLAR SERIES “Love had been stolen from me for reasons entirely my
fault. But then a miracle happened, and Pim gave me something I thought was lost forever. She gave me a love I’d earned. Love that ruined
me. Love that made me hopelessly hers…” Once upon a time, I didn’t think I’d ever be normal. Now, I’m talking and trusting, and it’s all
thanks to Elder. He gave me my life back, and I gave him my heart, but love stories like ours are never simple. I did something to protect him.
He did something to survive me. We screwed up. And now, it’s no longer just about us. It’s about safety, sanctuary, and sin.
I expected a life of music. I expected to raise my son. It took one look to make everything change. I never expected happiness. I never
expected to find her. I never expected to feel desire. I never expected I'd be a family man. I never expected to be loved. I never expected to
fall in love. They say say you should expect the unexpected, I didn't realize my unexpected would be the forever kind.
A man who has it all reunites with a woman who takes it all off in a Las Vegas romance from the bestselling author of Forever My Girl, now a
major motion picture! They don’t call it the Strip for nothing. . . . Living in Sin City, Finn McCormick is no stranger to one-night stands, but the
last person he expects to find losing big on the casino floor is a former high school fling. Even though Macey Webster’s clearly down on her
luck, she’s still a knockout, and she’s dressed like a stripper—because she is one. Drunk off an unfamiliar cocktail of lust, pity, and
compassion, Finn offers to pay Macey’s debts if she cuddles up to him around town . . . and does whatever he wants between the sheets.
Macey came to Vegas for one reason only: money. She’s got a young daughter to support, and the tips really are bigger in Vegas. But when
she blows her earnings on blackjack, her guardian angel is the rich boy who once stole her heart and never called her back. Although Macey
would love to turn the tables on Finn, she can’t afford to refuse his proposition—and soon she’s enjoying herself much more than she cares
to admit. Macey’s used to baring her flesh, but baring her soul will take far more courage. Praise for Stripped Bare “Finn is the super sexy
billionaire every reader will drool over! A far, far hotter version of Pretty Woman that will leave you holding your breath ’til the end!”—Christi
Barth, author of the Naked Men series “An amusing retake of Pretty Woman, entertains with blistering physical desire and witty banter amid
high-stakes personal conflicts. . . . The conflicted hero and unsinkable heroine make a great pair in this sexy contemporary with a heart of
gold.”—Publishers Weekly “Five amazing stars for Heidi McLaughlin.”—Books & Boys Book Blog “Five stars . . . The story pulls at your
heartstrings at times and you really cannot help but want Macey to get the HEA.”—Mrs. B’s Books “Get ready! It’s a wonderful book that
you’re sure to love.”—FMR Book Grind “Stripped Bare is the stuff adult fairy tales are made of.”—Book Angel Booktopia “What a great fivestar story this was. A sweet, sexy read that made me swoon, smile and managed to make me shed a few tears along the way.”—TDC Book
Reviews Includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
From New York Times bestselling author Heidi McLaughlin comes a heartfelt story about overcoming great loss and forgiving past sins to find
happiness again. Brooklyn Hewett hasn't set foot in Cape Harbor for fifteen years--not since an accident claimed the love of her life, Austin
Woods. Desperate to move forward, Brooklyn has focused on raising her daughter for the past fourteen years. But when the opportunity
comes along to renovate the old Driftwood Inn, Brooklyn knows it's time to go home. But it won't be easy. For one, Austin's best friend, Bowie
Holmes, still lives in Cape Harbor. Brooklyn hasn't quite been able to forget him: not since the night they spent together--the same night they
both lost Austin. Separated by tragedy and guilt, they're brought together by the Driftwood project. And as they rebuild the inn, they discover
they're also rebuilding something else. Brooklyn's always been desperate to move on, not knowing that she first needs to reconcile past
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transgressions. She can't forget, but she can forgive--Austin, Bowie, and herself--on her way toward long-awaited happiness.
A riveting, deeply personal account of history in the making—from the president who inspired us to believe in the power of democracy #1 NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAACP IMAGE AWARD NOMINEE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE
NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • Jennifer Szalai, The
New York Times • NPR • The Guardian • Marie Claire In the stirring, highly anticipated first volume of his presidential memoirs, Barack
Obama tells the story of his improbable odyssey from young man searching for his identity to leader of the free world, describing in strikingly
personal detail both his political education and the landmark moments of the first term of his historic presidency—a time of dramatic
transformation and turmoil. Obama takes readers on a compelling journey from his earliest political aspirations to the pivotal Iowa caucus
victory that demonstrated the power of grassroots activism to the watershed night of November 4, 2008, when he was elected 44th president
of the United States, becoming the first African American to hold the nation’s highest office. Reflecting on the presidency, he offers a unique
and thoughtful exploration of both the awesome reach and the limits of presidential power, as well as singular insights into the dynamics of
U.S. partisan politics and international diplomacy. Obama brings readers inside the Oval Office and the White House Situation Room, and to
Moscow, Cairo, Beijing, and points beyond. We are privy to his thoughts as he assembles his cabinet, wrestles with a global financial crisis,
takes the measure of Vladimir Putin, overcomes seemingly insurmountable odds to secure passage of the Affordable Care Act, clashes with
generals about U.S. strategy in Afghanistan, tackles Wall Street reform, responds to the devastating Deepwater Horizon blowout, and
authorizes Operation Neptune’s Spear, which leads to the death of Osama bin Laden. A Promised Land is extraordinarily intimate and
introspective—the story of one man’s bet with history, the faith of a community organizer tested on the world stage. Obama is candid about
the balancing act of running for office as a Black American, bearing the expectations of a generation buoyed by messages of “hope and
change,” and meeting the moral challenges of high-stakes decision-making. He is frank about the forces that opposed him at home and
abroad, open about how living in the White House affected his wife and daughters, and unafraid to reveal self-doubt and disappointment. Yet
he never wavers from his belief that inside the great, ongoing American experiment, progress is always possible. This beautifully written and
powerful book captures Barack Obama’s conviction that democracy is not a gift from on high but something founded on empathy and
common understanding and built together, day by day.
Liam Westbury has the world at his feet. He's the quintessential golden boy. He's the superstar quarterback for Beaumont High. His girl,
Josie, is head cheerleader. He has his choice of colleges just waiting for him. Except he's suffocating from all the pressure he's under and no
one understands. Liam Page is the heartthrob he never wanted to be. He's successful, smart and in demand by record companies and his
adoring fans. Music is his passion, his love, but something's missing. His nights are lonely and he longs for the girl he left behind. Seeing her
in every face in the crowd haunts him with the knowledge that she hates him. Going home has never been an option until now. Be there when
Liam Westbury becomes Liam Page and follow the highs and lows of the Quarterback turned Rockstar as he finds a way back to Beaumont
in this prequel to Forever My Girl.
Everyone dreams of meeting their soulmate. The person who completes them.For Peyton and Noah, they grew up together, falling in love
along the way.Wedding bells are ringing.And the couple who almost wasn't, Is going to be.Peyton and Noah invite you into their life.To spend
some time with their family.As they prepare to walk down the aisle
The director of my clinic is retiring and the job is up for grabs. I’d be lying if I said I didn’t want the job for myself, but I’d be happy if any of
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my colleagues got the promotion. But none of them get it. Neither do I. It’s an outside hire. Atlas Beaumont. Super genius, but I think he’s a
super prick. Worst part of all? My father is the one who wrote his letter of recommendation, the one that impressed my boss so much that he
hired him on the spot.
From New York Times bestselling author Heidi McLaughlin comes an uplifting story about two old friends finding new love. Rennie Wallace
has it all: a boyfriend, a good job, a best friend who lives a stone's throw away...but something's missing. She isn't sure what until she returns
to Cape Harbor, her favorite home away from home. There, she crosses paths with an old love, Graham. Rennie's drawn to him but senses
their paths in life have wandered too far apart. Graham Chamberlain has returned to Cape Harbor to care for his brother, the town alcoholic.
Managing and serving drinks at his family's bar, Graham can't believe how mundane his life has become. He's resigned himself to living for
others, his own desires for adventure and romance taking a back seat to running the family business--until Rennie walks through his door.
Graham feels the weight of his small-town life; Rennie has a boyfriend and a busy life in the city. But neither can deny the rekindled spark
between them. Will they find their way back to one another?
Includes an excerpt from My unexpected forever.
Liam Page thought fame and fortune would be enough. When tragedy hits, he returns home to face the consequences his past.
This time, Aubrey Beaumont's wife has left for good. Though a single dad with three children to raise, Aubrey diligently searches for his drugaddicted, runaway wife.
It’s been a lifetime (and three seasons) in the making, but Jane Gloriana Villanueva is finally ready to make her much-anticipated literary
debut! Jane the Virgin, the Golden Globe, AFI, and Peabody Award–winning The CW dramedy, has followed Jane’s telenovela-esque
life—from her accidental artificial insemination and virgin birth to the infant kidnapping and murderous games of the villainous Sin Rostro to an
enthralling who-will-she-choose love triangle. With these tumultuous events as inspiration, Jane’s breathtaking first novel adapts her story for
a truly epic romance that captures the hope and the heartbreak that have made the television drama so beloved. Snow Falling is a sweeping
historical romance set in 1902 Miami—a time of railroad tycoons, hotel booms, and exciting expansion for the Magic City. Working at the lavish
Regal Sol hotel and newly engaged to Pinkerton Detective Martin Cadden, Josephine Galena Valencia has big dreams for her future. Then, a
figure from her past reemerges to change her life forever: the hotel’s dapper owner, railroad tycoon Rake Solvino. The captivating robber
baron sets her heart aflame once more, leading to a champagne-fueled night together. But when their indiscretion results in an unexpected
complication, Josephine struggles to decide whether her heart truly belongs with heroic Martin or dashing Rake. Meanwhile, in an effort to
capture an elusive crime lord terrorizing the city, Detective Cadden scours the back alleys of the Magic City, tracking the nefarious villain to
the Regal Sol and discovering a surprising connection to the Solvino family. However, just when it looks like Josephine’s true heart’s desire
is clear, danger strikes. Will her dreams for the future dissolve like so much falling snow or might Josephine finally get the happy ever after
she’s been dreaming of for so long?
A "sublimely creepy" psychological thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author Colleen Hoover (Tarryn Fisher, New York Times
bestselling author). Lowen Ashleigh is a struggling writer on the brink of financial ruin when she accepts the job offer of a lifetime. Jeremy
Crawford, husband of bestselling author Verity Crawford, has hired Lowen to complete the remaining books in a successful series his injured
wife is unable to finish. Lowen arrives at the Crawford home, ready to sort through years of Verity’s notes and outlines, hoping to find enough
material to get her started. What Lowen doesn’t expect to uncover in the chaotic office is an unfinished autobiography Verity never intended
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for anyone to read. Page after page of bone-chilling admissions, including Verity's recollection of the night her family was forever altered.
Lowen decides to keep the manuscript hidden from Jeremy, knowing its contents could devastate the already grieving father. But as Lowen’s
feelings for Jeremy begin to intensify, she recognizes all the ways she could benefit if he were to read his wife’s words. After all, no matter
how devoted Jeremy is to his injured wife, a truth this horrifying would make it impossible for him to continue loving her.
Even though she's living her life-long dream and dancing on Broadway, the city is a lonely place for Yvie James. The holidays are both her
favorite time of the year and the worst. A last minute decision puts Yvie in Beaumont to spend time with her family. Alexander Knight is new
to Beaumont, but he's making the best of it. His dream of running a successful business is within his grasp, and Xander has a dedicated
client base most trainers vie for. On the surface, Xander is happy, but he works long hours for nothing more than to avoid going home to an
empty house. Thrown together for Christmas shopping, holiday gatherings with friends and family, and a special anniversary party, Yvie and
Xander find themselves seeking solace in each other for an unforgettable, romantic winter.
EVERY GAME HAS RULES. HE'S ABOUT TO BREAK THEM . . . Since becoming a major league baseball player, I've learned a few hard
lessons. Like never give out your home address on social media (sorry, Mom). Never shoot your mouth off without thinking . . . and never,
ever let your personal life interfere with your game. But then I saw her - sitting alone behind the enemy dugout, watching me - and I just had
to meet this girl. Now I know that Daisy Robinson has her secrets, but there's something about her that drives me crazy. Maybe it's her
innocence, her absolutely amazing knowledge of baseball, or just the fact that she is so unbelievably beautiful. I have to take it slow. Prove to
her that the rumors about me are just that - rumors. Daisy might be my ultimate lifetime win. . . if I don't get hit by the curveball that's coming
my way.
Rock musician Jimmy "JD" Davis considers pursuing a relationship with Jenna, while she works through the emotional effects of her abuse at
the hands of her ex-husband.
Experience Heidi McLaughlin's bestselling series in a whole new way... color pages for your favorite books, quotes, series and characters!
Take an art inspired journey through The Beaumont Series.
New York Times bestselling author of Forever My Girl. WIN THE GAME. LOSE YOUR HEART. Everyone knows who I am and that I could
have any female fan I want. That's supposed to be the "perk" of playing left field for the Boston Renegades. But I don't want just any woman; I
want her. She should be just another face in the crowd, but I can't stop thinking about the one night we spent together-and her look of regret
the morning after. Because Saylor Blackwell is the kind of woman who haunts a man. Smart, sexy as hell, and one of the best managers in
the business. She's every ballplayer's dream woman. And I'd do anything to make things right with her. I'm done sitting on the bench when it
comes to Saylor Blackwell. Time to swing for the fences.
“Agatha Christie’s indelibly etched characters have entertained millions across the years and a love of her work has brought together
generations of readers—a singular achievement for any author and an inspiration to writers across the literary landscape.”—Jacqueline
Winspear, New York Times bestselling author of the Maisie Dobbs novels In this official edition featuring exclusive content from the Queen of
Mystery, Hercule Poirot comes out of retirement in one of Agatha Christie’s ten favorite novels, which was also voted by the British Crime
Writers’ Association as the “Best Crime Novel of all Time.” Roger Ackroyd knew too much. He knew that the woman he loved had poisoned
her brutal first husband. He suspected also that someone had been blackmailing her. Then, tragically, came the news that she had taken her
own life with an apparent drug overdose. However, the evening post brought Roger one last fatal scrap of information, but before he could
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finish reading the letter, he was stabbed to death. Luckily one of Roger’s friends and the newest resident to retire to this normally quiet
village takes over—none other than Monsieur Hercule Poirot . . . Not only beloved by generations of readers, The Murder of Roger Ackroyd
was one of Agatha Christie’s own favorite works—a brilliant whodunit that firmly established the author’s reputation as the Queen of Mystery.
I expected a life of music. I expected to raise my son. It took one look to make everything change. I never expected happiness. I never
expected to find her. I never expected to feel desire. I never expected I'd be a family man. I never expected to be loved. I never expected to
fall in love. They say you should expect the unexpected, I didn't realize my unexpected would be the forever kind.
The road for Noah Westbury has been carved out for him, long before he knew who his father was. Making sure he worked hard to deserve
the opportunities provided to him, Noah is where he's dreamed of being - starting QB for Portland Pioneers. Together, with his model
girlfriend by his side, life can't get much better. Except that standing in his path is Peyton Powell-James, his life-long friend and the one
woman he can never have. Peyton Powell-James always knew her future would be in football and dreams of having a successful sports
journalism career once she graduates college. After being given the assignment to cover a professional game from the sidelines, Peyton
believes that everything is going to plan. Until one fateful night changes her life. Harsh reality sets in for Noah and Peyton. One could lose
everything, while the other struggles to keep the families together.
Nate Pearson is ridiculously handsome and wears the hell out of a suit and tie, but I've seen the parade of beautiful women leaving his
apartment across the hall-a different one every time-and I want no part of it. When it comes to romance, I'm looking for something real,
something that will last: the happily ever after. As a divorce attorney, he loves to tell me there's no such thing. As a wedding planner, I choose
to disagree. We disagree on almost everything, in fact. Everything except James Bond. The only time we really get along is when we're
watching 007 flicks together, and I'll admit-he has rescued me from a disaster or five. So when one of the baton twirlers from his parade
leaves a baby girl at his door with a note that says "I'll come back for her" and he begs me for help, I can't turn him down. But it's a mistake.
Because watching him with his daughter, I start to see another side of Nate, a side that has my breath coming faster, my body craving his, my
heart longing for him to change his mind about love and tell me there's a chance for us. I don't want to be just another girl leaving his
apartment in the morning. I want to be the one he asks to stay.
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